Please join this session’s Mentimeter poll and answer the questions at your own pace, we will look at the results in the end of this session.
Translation Instructions

On Android

On iPhone

On Chrome

Right-click the mouse on the screen and choose translate in the drop-down menu.

Session 1
Getting to know its expectations

On MacOS
Did you contribute to citizen generated data in case of a disaster?

- Yes: 17
- No: 20
- No idea on citizen generated data: 10
Do you accept to contribute in the future?

- Yes: 38
- No: 3
- No idea on citizen generated data: 4
Do you think the number of victims of a disaster in your country is correctly reported?

- Yes, it's reported correctly: 20
- No, it's overestimated: 7
- No, it's underestimated: 4
- I don't know: 15
Do you find value in official statistics on the number of people and households, and their locations from Census and surveys to be used in DS?

- Yes: 38
- No: 4
- I don't know: 4
What are the major challenges in the production of statistics on human impacts of disasters in your country? (provide your input in English)
Which data sources are most used to measure the human impacts of disaster in your country? (multiple selection)
Which agency in your country is responsible for producing statistics on human impacts of disasters? (provide up to 3 inputs in English)
Thanks for the input!

Will get back to you on the decided topic.